SPILLO-PBSS: detecting hidden binding sites within protein 3D-structures through a flexible structure-based approach.
The study reports a flexible structure-based approach aimed at identifying binding sites within target proteins starting from a well-defined reference binding site. The method, named SPILLO potential binding sites searcher (SPILLO-PBSS), includes a suitably designed tolerance which allows an efficient recognition of the potential binding sites regardless of both involved residues and protein conformation. Hence, the proposed method overcomes the rigidity which affects the available approaches and which prevents a proper analysis of distorted binding sites. We apply SPILLO-PBSS to several test cases, including the search for the guanosine diphosphate binding site in distorted H-Ras proteins and the identification of acetylcholine binding proteins from among a library of heterogeneous resolved proteins. Tests are also performed to compare SPILLO-PBSS with other related and available methods. The encouraging results confirm the notable potentialities of this approach and lay the foundation for its use to analyze and predict target proteins on a proteome-wide scale.